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Abstract—We provide useful results on two classes of convolutional
codes: binary codes and nonbinary codes. The best codes or the best
known codes for these two classes of convolutional codes are found
by computer search. Some of them are better than those found in
the past. We specify these codes by their transfer function matrices,
distance spectra, and information-weight spectra. Furthermore, we derive
an upper bound on the free distances of binary-to-M -ary codes and
q-ary-to-M-ary codes. Numerical values of this bound closely fit the
computer-searched values.

Index Terms—Codes, convolutional codes, distance spectra, infor-
mation-weight spectra, linear codes.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this correspondence, we provide useful results on two classes of
convolutional codes: binary codes and nonbinary codes. Each code
in the first class is a conventionalbinary convolutional code[1] with
ratek=n wherek is the number of message bits fed to the encoder
each time andn is the number of code bits produced by the encoder
each time. Each code in the second class is anonbinary convolutional
code for which each time the encoder takeslogq 2

k q-ary message
symbols which are first converted intok bits as input and produces
n output message bits which correspond tologM 2n M -ary code
symbols. Some codes in this class have been discussed by Trumpis
[2], Piret [3], [4], as well as Ryan and Wilson [5]. Theq-ary code,
which is a special case of codes in this class withM = q, has been
investigated by Ryan and Wilson [5]. We assume that bothq andM
are powers of2 which are useful in practical applications.

Binary convolutional codes are the most frequently used codes
among the two classes of codes. For this class of codes, some
powerful codes of rates1=2, 1=3, and 1=4 were first found by
Odenwalder [6], Bahl and Jelinek [7], and Larsen [8], and those
for rates2=3 and 3=4 were found by Paaske [9] and Johannesson
and Paaske [10]. Each of the codes issued in [6]–[10] has the largest
possible free distance among convolutional codes of the associated
code rate. These codes are also listed in several textbooks such as
[12]–[14].

For nonbinary convolutional codes, there are two subclasses:
binary-to-M -ary codes andq-ary-to-M -ary codes withq > 2. Binary-
to-M -ary convolutional codes are useful for theM -ary channel
in which orthogonal signaling is employed by the transmitter and
noncoherent signal detection is used by the receiver. Hence, these
codes can be applied to the independent Rayleigh channel or the
partial band noise interference channel [5]. These codes can also be
applied to design a class of multidimensional MPSK trellis codes [15].

The q-ary-to-M -ary codes withq > 2 are similar to binary-to-M -
ary codes except that the input symbols areq-ary. These codes are
useful if the input sequences are composed of nonbinary symbols.
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Fig. 1. The encoders of a binary convolutional code and aq-ary-to-M -ary
convolutional code. (a) Binary convolutional encoder. (b)q-ary to M -ary
convolutional encoder.

When maximum-likelihood trellis decoding is employed in a coded
system, the error probability of information symbol (binary orq-ary)
Ps for a symmetric and memoryless channel can be estimated by [12]

Ps �
1

logq 2
k

1

d=d

NI(d)Pe(d) (1)

where d1 is the free distance of the code,Pe(d) is the pairwise
error probability for a codeword pair separated by a distanced, and
NI(d) is the dth component of the information-weight spectrum of
the code. Note thatPe(d) is determined by the statistical behavior
of the channel andNI(d) is determined by the code. Besides
the information-weight spectrum, the distance spectrum is another
important distance property of a code because the first event error
probability of a coded systemPf is upper-bounded by

Pf �

1

d=d

N(d)Pe(d) (2)

whereN(d) is thedth component of the distance spectrum. There-
fore, the two distance properties (information-weight and distance
spectra) are important in evaluating the performance of a convo-
lutional coded system. Algorithms for computer search to find the
distance properties of convolutional codes have been proposed in
[16] and [17]. The results provided by these proposed algorithms
are only for (n; 1) binary convolutional codes. Among them, the
FAST algorithm proposed by Cedervall [17] is the fastest because it
substantially limits the paths which need to be searched in a code
tree by employing the distance profile.

In this correspondence, we use an exhaustive search to find the best
codes of the two classes of convolutional codes. In the exhaustive
search, the FAST algorithm is slightly modified to determine the
distance properties of(n; k) codes. We find that some of the codes
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Fig. 2. The structure of the binary operation block.

listed in [6]–[10] are not the best codes because they only have
maximum free distances but do not have the best information-weight
spectra. Furthermore, we derive an upper bound on the free distances
of binary-to-M -ary codes andq-ary-to-M -ary codes. This bound is
derived based on the technique of deriving the Plotkin bound. Our
bound is tighter than that derived by Trumpis [2] and fits well with
the free distances found by the computer search.

II. SOME PRELIMINARIES

General forms of encoders for the two classes of codes are shown in
Fig. 1. Each encoder is composed of an input block, an output block,
and a binary operation block. The binary operation block shown in
Fig. 2 is the common block for all the encoders in Fig. 1. At each
time unit,k binary input bits are shifted intok parallel shift registers
and through some logical operationsn output bits are produced. For
the operation block, the input sequencexxx and output sequenceyyy can
be expressed as

xxx = [xxx0; xxx1; xxx2; � � � ]

= [x
(1)

0 x
(2)

0 � � � x
(k)

0 ; x
(1)

1 x
(2)

1 � � � x
(k)

1 ; � � �] (3)

and

yyy = [yyy0; yyy1; yyy2; � � �]

= [y
(1)

0 y
(2)

0 � � � y
(n)

0 ; y
(1)

1 y
(2)

1 � � � y
(n)

1 ; � � �] (4)

wherexxxi = [x
(1)

i
x
(2)

i
� � � x

(k)

i
] is the input vector which containsk

bits andyyy
i
= [y

(1)

i
y
(2)

i
� � � y

(n)

i
] is the output vector which contains

n bits. The relationship betweenxxx andyyy is

yyy = xxxGGG (5)

where all operations onxxxGGG are modulo-2 and the semi-infinite matrix

GGG =

GGG0 GGG1 GGG2 � � � GGGm

0 GGG0 GGG1 GGG2 � � � GGGm

0 0 GGG0 GGG1 GGG2 � � � GGGm

.. .
. ..

.. .
. ..

(6)

is called the generator matrix of the operation block. Note that each
GGGl, 0 � l � m, in (6) is a k � n submatrix of binary elements,
which can be expressed as

GGGl =

g
(1)

1l g
(2)

1l � � � g
(n)

1l

g
(1)

2l g
(2)

2l � � � g
(n)

2l

...
...

...

g
(1)

k; l
g
(2)

k; l
� � � g

(n)

k; l

: (7)
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Fig. 3. The flowchart of the algorithm used to search the best convolutional
code.

The relation betweenxxx andyyy can also be represented by the transfer
function matrix

GGG(D) =

G
(1)

1
(D) G

(2)

1
(D) � � � G

(n)

1
(D)

G
(1)

2
(D) G

(2)

2
(D) � � � G

(n)

2
(D)

...
...

...

G
(1)

k (D) G
(2)

k (D) � � � G
(n)

k (D)

(8)

where

G
(j)

i (D) = g
(j)

i;m D
m

+ � � � + g
(j)

i0 (9)

is the generator polynomial representing the connections from the
ith input to thejth output on the operation block for1 � i � k,

1 � j � n. Let

mi = max
1�j�n

[deg G
(j)

i (D)]:

The memory order of the corresponding code is

m = max
1�i�k

mi (10)

and the total number of memory elements actually used in the
operation block is

� =

k

i=1

mi: (11)

In our study, we assume thatm� 1 � mi � m for eachi.
The input and output blocks of the encoders shown in Fig. 1 depend

on the class of codes. For the binary convolutional encoder, its input
block is a 1 to k multiplexer and its output block is ann to 1

demultiplexer. The distance properties of a convolutional code can
be found by assuming the all-zero path to be a reference and all
other paths to be the neighbors of the all-zero path. The all-zero path
results from the all-zero information sequencexxx = [0; 0; � � �]. Each
neighbor is a path which departs from the all-zero path at timet = 0

and remerges to the all-zero path at timeL+m whereL � 1. Then,
this neighbor has a path length ofL+m branches or(L+m)� n

bits. The distance of a neighbor to the all-zero path is the number
of nonzero bits in the terminated coded sequence. The free distance
of a binary convolutional code is the minimum distance for all its
neighbors, which is denoted byd1. Let N(d1 + i) denote the
number of neighbors at a distanced1 + i to the all-zero path. The
list of N(d1+ i) for i = 0; 1; 2; � � � is called the distance spectrum
of a code. LetNI(d1 + i) denote the total number of nonzero bits
in the information sequences which correspond to all neighbors at a
distance ofd1 + i to the all-zero path. A list ofNI(d1 + i) for
i = 0; 1; 2; � � � is then called the information-weight spectrum of
a code. Since both the distance and information-weight spectra are
related to the distance properties of a code, we call these two spectra
the distance properties of a code.

For nonbinary codes, we only discuss theq-ary-to-M -ary codes
because binary-to-M -ary codes constitute a special case of the former
with q = 2. For aq-ary-to-M -ary convolutional code, the input block
is a q-ary-to-binary converter which each time takeslogq 2k q-ary
symbols from theq-ary information sequence and converts theseq-ary
symbols into ak-tuple input vector as shown in (3). After the process
of the operation block, ann-tuple output vector is produced. Then-
tuple output vector is then converted intologM 2n M -ary symbols
by an output block. Here, the distance of a neighbor to the all-zero
path is the number of nonzeroM -ary symbols in this neighbor. For
a q-ary-to-M -ary code, its free distance and distance spectra are
defined in ways similar to those for the binary convolutional code.
Here,NI(d1 + i) is the total number of nonzeroq-ary symbols on
the information sequences mapping to all neighbors at a distance of
d1 + i to the all-zero path and the information-weight spectrum of
the codes is a list ofNI(d1 + i) for 0 � i � 1.

III. A N UPPER BOUND ON THE FREE DISTANCES OF

M -ARY CODES

We now derive an upper bound on the free distances ofq-ary-to-M -
ary codes, which is better than that derived in [2]. At the beginning,
we consider the case ofM = 2n.

The free distance of a convolutional code is the smallest number of
nonzero symbols in any possible terminated nonzero coded sequence
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TABLE I
UPPER BOUNDS FOR2k-ARY-TO-2n-ARY CODE

OF RATE k=n (M = 2n AND � = km)

which can be expressed as

(yyy
0
; yyy

1
; yyy

2
; � � � ; yyyL+m�1) = (xxx0; xxx1; xxx2; � � � ; xxxL�1)GGG

(L)

where (see (12) at the bottom of this page) andL � 1. Note that the
code symbolsyyy

0
; yyy

1
; yyy

2
; � � � ; yyyL+m�1 are binaryn-tuples which

can be regarded as elements in GF(M) = GF(2n) and information
symbolsxxx0; xxx1; xxx2; � � � ; xxxL�1 are binaryk-tuples. The sequence
(xxx0; xxx1; � � � ; xxxL�1) can be considered as a binary sequence of length
kL. Since GF(2) is a subfield of GF(M) = GF(2n), each element
in this sequence of lengthkL is in GF(M) and is restricted in
GF(2). The terminated coded sequences ofm + L symbols in the
convolutional code can be considered as the codewords of a linear
block codeC(L) with generator matrixGGG(L). As shown in (12),GGG(L)

is a kL � (L +m) matrix for which all its entries are elements in
GF(M) and each submatrixGGGl for 0 � l � m is a k � 1 matrix.
Let dL be an upper bound on the minimum distance of the block
codeC(L). Then the free distance of theM -ary convolutional code
is upper-bounded by

d1 � min
L�1

dL: (13)

In [2], an upper bound on the free distance for a convolutional code is
derived by employing the Plotkin upper bound on minimum distances
for all the linear block codesC(L), L � 1. In [2], the generator matrix
of a linear block code is taken to be in a general form, other than that
given in (12). However, we observe that the generator matrix shown
in (12) has a special structure. For example, there is only one nonzero
submatrixG0 on the first column. Therefore, in the following, we will

TABLE II
UPPER BOUNDS FOR q-ARY-TO-M-ARY CODE

OF RATE k=n = pk0=pn0 WHERE M = 2n

also apply the concept of the Plotkin bound but carefully utilize the
special structure inherent in (12) to obtain a bound tighter than that
given in [2].

Recall that the total number of possible codewords inC(L) is 2kL.
LetAAA be a2kL� (m+L) matrix which contains the2kL codewords
of C(L) as its rows. Each entry in the matrixAAA is an element in
GF(M). The matrixAAA is called the codeword matrix for the linear
block codeC(L). Let aij denote the entry ofAAA at theith row and
thejth column. It follows from the concept of the Plotkin bound that
the minimum distancedL between any two codewords in matrixAAA
can be upper-bounded by

2
kL
(2

kL
� 1)dL �

m+L�1

j=0

WL(j) (14)

where

WL(j) =

i6=i

d(aij ; ai j)

for 1 � i; i0 � 2kL, where

d(aij ; ai j) =
1; for aij 6= ai j
0; for aij = ai j :

(15)

GGG
(L)

=

L+m columns

GGG0 GGG1 GGG2 � � � � � � GGGm 0 0 0 � � �

0 G0 GGG1 GGG2 � � � � � � GGGm 0 0 � � �
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
0 0 0 � � � � � � GGG0 GGG1 GGG2 � � � GGGm

L rows (12)
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TABLE III
BEST CODES AND THEIR RELATED INFORMATION—WEIGHT AND DISTANCE SPECTRA FOR BINARY

CONVOLUTIONAL CODES OF RATE k=n = 1=2

TABLE IV
BEST CODES AND THEIR RELATED INFORMATION—WEIGHT AND DISTANCE SPECTRA FOR BINARY

CONVOLUTIONAL CODES OF RATE k=n = 1=3

Equation (14) implies that an upper bound ondL is

dL =

m+L�1

j=0

WL(j)

2kL � (2kL � 1)
: (16)

In order to finddL, we must calculate all the values ofWL(j) for
0 � j � m+ L� 1. An upper bound onWL(j) can be found from
the following theorem.

Theorem 1: For theM -ary codeC(L)
(M = 2

n
), suppose that

the jth column(0 � j � m+L� 1) of the generator matrix in (12)
containsbGGGl nonzero submatrices andL�b all-zero submatrices0’s
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TABLE V
BEST CODES AND THEIR RELATED INFORMATION—WEIGHT AND DISTANCE SPECTRA FOR BINARY

CONVOLUTIONAL CODES OF RATE k=n = 1=4

TABLE VI
BEST CODES AND THEIR RELATED INFORMATION—WEIGHT AND DISTANCE SPECTRA FOR BINARY

CONVOLUTIONAL CODES OF RATE k=n = 2=3

where each submatrix containsk symbols in GF(M). Let t be the
number of zero symbols in thebGGGl submatrices. Then, the value of
WL(j) for the corresponding codeword matrixAAA is upper-bounded
by

WL(j) �
22kL � 22kL�kb+t; for bk � t � n

22kL � 22kL�n; for bk � t > n:
(17)

Proof: In the jth column of codeword matrixAAA, let zij be
the number of symbols which equali for i 2 GF (M). Since

i
zij = 2kL, we have

WL(j) =
i

(2kL � zij) zij = 22kL �
i

z
2

ij : (18)

The maximum in (18) occurs when allzij ’s are equal. Whenbk�t �
n, the number of distinct symbols in thejth column is at most2bk�t.
By taking

zij = 2kL=2bk�t = 2kL�kb+t
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TABLE VII
BEST CODES AND THEIR RELATED INFORMATION—WEIGHT AND DISTANCE SPECTRA FOR BINARY

CONVOLUTIONAL CODES OF RATE k=n = 2=4

TABLE VIII
BEST CODES AND THEIR RELATED INFORMATION—WEIGHT AND DISTANCE SPECTRA FOR BINARY

CONVOLUTIONAL CODES OF RATE k=n = 3=4

we have

WL(j) � 2
2kL

� 2
2kL�kb+t

for bk � t < n. Whenbk � t > n, the number of distinct symbols
in the jth column is at most2n. By taking

zij = 2
kL
=2

n
= 2

kL�n

we have

WL(j) � 2
2kL

� 2
2kL�n

for bk � t > n.

We are now able to derive an upper bound on the free distances
for q-ary-to-M -ary codes. By observing the generator matrix in (12),
we find that the total number ofGGGl submatrices in thejth column is

b =
min (L; j + 1); for 0 � j � m� 1

min (m+ L� j; m+ 1); for m � j � m+ L� 1:
(19)

Since we assume thatm � 1 � mi � m for each i, it can be
shown that there arek � m � � zero row vectors appearing in the
submatrixGGGm whenm and � are specified, where� is defined in
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TABLE IX
BEST CODES AND THEIR RELATED INFORMATION—WEIGHT AND DISTANCE SPECTRA FOR BINARY

CONVOLUTIONAL CODES OF RATE k=n = 4=6

(11). Therefore, the value oft for the jth column can be found to be

t �
0; for 0 � j � m� 1

k �m� �; for j � m
(20)

It follows from (17), (19), and and (20) that the value ofWL(j) can
be bounded by (21) (see the bottom of this page) where

b = min (L; j + 1); for 0 � j � m� 1

b = min (m+ L� j; m+ 1); for m � j � m+ L� 1

and

p1 = b(km+ n� �)=kc:

With (13), (16), and (21), an upper bound on the free distance of the
M -ary code(M = 2

n
) can be obtained.

Now we consider theM -ary codes(M = 2
n
) with k=n =

pk0=pn0. The formula of the upper bound must be modified. In (12),

eachGGGl in GGG(L) must be replaced by

GGGl =

G
(1; 1)

l G
(1; 2)

l � � � G
(1; p)

l

G
(2; 1)

l G
(2; 2)

l � � � G
(2; p)

l

...
...

...

G
(p; 1)

l G
(p; 2)

l � � � G
(p; p)

l

(22)

where eachGGG(e; f)

l is ak0�1 matrix. ThusG(L) is apk0L�p(L+m)

matrix with entries in GF(M) whereM = 2
n . Then (14) and (16)

must be replaced by

2
pk L

(2
pk L

� 1)dL �

p(m+L)�1

j=0

WL(j) (23)

WL(j) �

2
2kL � 2

k(2L�b); if b �
n

k

2
2kL � 2

2kL�n; if b >
n

k

; for 0 � j � m� 1

2
2kL � 2

k(2L+m�b)�� ; if b � p1
2
2kL � 2

2kL�n; if b > p1
; for m � j � m+ L� 1:

(21)
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TABLE X
BEST CODES AND THEIR RELATED INFORMATION—WEIGHT AND DISTANCE SPECTRA FORBINARY-TO-4-ARY

CONVOLUTIONAL CODES OF RATE k=n = 1=2

TABLE XI
BEST CODES AND THEIR RELATED INFORMATION—WEIGHT AND DISTANCE SPECTRA FORBINARY-TO-4-ARY

CONVOLUTIONAL CODES OF RATE k=n = 2=4

and

dL =

p(m+L)�1

j=0

WL(j)

2pk L
� (2pk L

� 1)
(24)

respectively. We have Theorem 2.
Theorem 2: For theM -ary codeC(L)

(M = 2
n
), suppose that

thejth column(0 � j � p(m+L)�1) of the generator matrix in (12)

containsbGGG(e; f)

l nonzero submatrices andL�b all-zero submatrices
0’s where each submatrix containsk0 symbols in GF(M). Let t
be the number of zero symbols in thebGGG(e; f)

l submatrices. Then,
the value ofWL(j) for the corresponding codeword matrixAAA is
upper-bounded by

WL(j) �
2
2pk L

� 2
2pk L�pk b+t; for bpk0 � t � n0

2
2pk L

� 2
2pk L�n ; for bpk0 � t > n0:

(25)
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TABLE XII
BEST CODES AND THEIR RELATED INFORMATION—WEIGHT AND DISTANCE SPECTRA FORBINARY-TO-4-ARY

CONVOLUTIONAL CODES OF RATE k=n = 3=6

The total number ofG(e; f)

l matrices in thejth column is shown in
(26) at the bottom of this page. The value oft for the jth column is

t �
0; for 0 � j � mp� 1

k �m� �; for j � mp:
(27)

The value ofWL(j) is bounded by (28) (see the second expression
at the bottom of this page), whereb = p � min (L; bj=pc + 1) for
0 � j � mp � 1, b = p � min (m + L � bj=P c; m + 1) for
mp � j � (m+L)p� 1, andp1 = b(km+ n0 � �)=kc. With (13),
(24), and (28), an upper bound on the free distance of theM -ary
(M = 2

n
) code can be obtained.

A list of upper bounds for theM -ary (M = 2
n
) codes withk=n

ratios of 1=2, 1=3, 2=3, � � �, 4=5 and memory orderm from 1 up
to 18 is shown in Table I. Note that codes with ratek=n in this

table can beq-ary-to-M -ary codes withq = 2 andM = 2
n (i.e.,

binary-to-M -ary code), orq-ary-to-M -ary codes withq = 2
k and

M = 2
n. In addition, we only list those codes with� = km in

the table. Upper bounds in the shaded area of this table are achieved
by codes obtained by the computer search of Section IV. We may
compare the bound derived in this section to the one derived in [2].
In Table I, the “+” mark is used to indicate that our prediction is
tighter than that in [2] for the associated code.

A list of upper bounds for theM -ary codes(M = 2
n orM = 2

n
)

with k=n ratios1=2, 1=3, 2=3, � � �, 3=4, 3=6 and numbers of memory
elements� varying from1 to 18 is shown in Table II.

IV. COMPUTER-AIDED SEARCH FOR GOOD CODES

An exhausted search which is used to find the best codes is depicted
by the flowchart shown in Fig. 3. The program starts when all the

b =

p � min L;
j

p
+ 1 ; for 0 � j � mp� 1

p � min m+ L�
j

p
; m+ 1 ; for mp � j � (m+ L)p� 1:

(26)

WL(j) �

2
2kL � 2

k(2L�b); if b �
n

k
=

n0

k0

2
2kL � 2

2kL�n ; if b >
n

k
=

n0

k0

; for 0 � j � mp� 1

2
2kL � 2

k(2L+m�b)�� ; if b � p1
2
2kL � 2

2kL�n ; if b > p1
; for mp � j � (m+ L)p� 1

(28)
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TABLE XIII
BEST CODES AND THEIR RELATED INFORMATION—WEIGHT AND DISTANCE SPECTRA FORBINARY-TO-4-ARY

CONVOLUTIONAL CODES OF RATE k=n = 4=6

TABLE XIV
BEST CODES AND THEIR RELATED INFORMATION—WEIGHT AND DISTANCE SPECTRA FOR4-ARY

CONVOLUTIONAL CODES OF RATE k=n = 2=4

values ofn; k; m; and� as well as the class of codes are given. The
actions used in Fig. 3 are described as follows.

F1) (Initialize the information-weight spectrum.) The initialized
information-weight spectrum contains one spectral component

at the target free distancedt that we estimate, which is also
declared as the spectrum of the currently best code. The value
of NI(dt) is assumed to be a large value such as104 or
even larger. The target free distancedt is determined by
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TABLE XV
BEST CODES AND THEIR RELATED INFORMATION—WEIGHT AND DISTANCE SPECTRA FORBINARY-TO-8-ARY

CONVOLUTIONAL CODES OF RATE k=n = 1=3

TABLE XVI
BEST CODES AND THEIR RELATED INFORMATION—WEIGHT AND DISTANCE SPECTRA FORBINARY-TO-8-ARY

CONVOLUTIONAL CODES OF RATE k=n = 2=3

n; k; m; �; and the class of codes. For binary codes, the
values ofdt can be found from [13, Table 11.1] or by using
[11, eqs. (4)–(7)]. For nonbinary codes, the values ofdt can
be determined from the upper bound derived in Section III.

F2) (Choose a code to be tested.) In choosing codes to be tested,
we have to avoid testing equivalent codes. Two codes are
equivalent if they satisfy one of the following conditions.

a) This condition is valid for binary codes andM -ary codes
with M = 2n. The transfer function matrix of one code is
obtained from interchanging two columns in the transfer
function matrix of the other code.

b) For 1 � i � k and 1 � j � n, eachG(j)
i (D) of one

code is the reciprocal polynomial of theG(j)
i (D) of the

other code.
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TABLE XVII
BEST CODES AND THEIR RELATED INFORMATION—WEIGHT AND DISTANCE SPECTRA FORBINARY-TO-8-ARY

CONVOLUTIONAL CODES OF RATE k=n = 4=6

TABLE XVIII
BEST CODES AND THEIR RELATED INFORMATION—WEIGHT AND DISTANCE SPECTRA FORBINARY-TO-16-ARY

CONVOLUTIONAL CODES OF RATE k=n = 1=4

c) This condition of equivalent codes is valid forM -ary
convolutional codes only whenM > 2. i) Suppose
M = 2n. Two codes are equivalent if the transfer
function matrix of one is obtained through a certain
column operation on the other code. The equivalence

results from the fact that any nonzero output ofM -
ary symbol in vector form of(a1; a2; � � � ; an) with
ai 2 f0; 1g is never turned into an all-zero vector by any
addition operation ona1; a2; � � � ; an. It should be noted
that this equivalent relationship is invalid for binary codes
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TABLE XIX
BEST CODES AND THEIR RELATED INFORMATION—WEIGHT AND DISTANCE SPECTRA FORBINARY-TO-16-ARY

CONVOLUTIONAL CODES OF RATE k=n = 3=4

TABLE XX
BEST CODES AND THEIR RELATED INFORMATION—WEIGHT AND DISTANCE SPECTRA FOR4-ARY-TO-7-ARY

CONVOLUTIONAL CODES OF RATE k=n = 2=3

because the distances for these codes are counted by bits,
not by M -ary symbols. ii) Suppose thatM = 2

n with
k=n = pk0=pn0. Sincep M -ary symbols are produced for

each time unit, the column operation is restricted within
those columns that are used to generate the sameM -ary
symbol.
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TABLE XXI
BEST CODES AND THEIR RELATED INFORMATION—WEIGHT AND DISTANCE SPECTRA FOR8-ARY-TO-16-ARY

CONVOLUTIONAL CODES OF RATE k=n = 3=4

F3) (Find d for all neighbors of path length�m + 3 branches.)
Terminating the semi-infinite generator matrix shown in (6)
to result in a generator matrix in the form of (12). Here, we
useL = 3. Then we can find the minimum distanced of the
associated block code.

F4) (Is d � dt?) If the minimum distanced is less thandt, then
we give up the code under test and go toF9. Otherwise, go
to F5. ActionsF3 andF4 are used to reject any convolutional
code whose free distanced1 is apparently less thandt.

F5) (Is it a catastrophic code?) If the code is catastrophic, then
we give up the code under test and go toF9. Otherwise, go to
F6. Catastrophic code can be found by the catastrophic code
test criterion shown in [13].

F6) (Find the truncated information-weight spectrum.) We use the
modified FAST to analyze the spectrum of the code under test.
The distance spectrum in truncated form is simultaneously
found in this action. The accuracy of the modified FAST al-
gorithm has been verified by comparing the outputs produced
by the modified FAST program with the known results given
in [10] and [16], [17].

F7) (Is the code superior to the currently best?) If the information-
weight spectrum is superior the currently best, then go toF8.
Otherwise, give up this code and go toF9. The criterion to
justify the superiority of one code over the other is as follows.
If d1 of one code is larger than that of the other, then the
former code is the superior. If two codes have the samed1
andNI(d1 + i) for i = 0; � � � ; l � 1, then the code with
smallerNI(d1 + l) is the superior.

F8) (Update results.) Declare the information-weight spectrum of
the code under test to be the currently best.

F9) (Is the search completed?) If the code search is exhausted,
then go toF10. Otherwise, go toF2 to choose another code
as an object to be tested.

F10) (Is the best code found?) If the best code is found, then
terminate the search program, otherwise go toF11. The
“otherwise” case means that there is no code with free
distance larger than or equal todt.

F11) (Decreasedt.) Decrease the value ofdt by one, reset the
information weight ofdt to be a large value again, and then
go to F2 to restart the code search.

By the exhausted search, the best codes or the currently best codes
(due to an incomplete search) for the two classes of convolutional
codes are found and are listed in Tables III–XXI. Each of codes in
these tables are specified by the transfer function matrices containing
k � n generator sequences expressed in octal form. Only the first
few components are tabulated for each of the codes. These spectral
components are expressed in a sequence of fractions. For a fraction,
the value at the numerator position is the associated information
weight and that at the denominator position is the number of the
associated neighbors. For some cases, the time required for the
exhausted search of some types of codes is too long to identify the
best codes, we are only able to list codes which are the currently best
from our incompleted search as results. Most of the codes previously
found are exactly the best codes. For completeness, these previously
found codes are also included in our tables.

Lists of the best (or currently best) binary convolutional codes
for rates1=2; 1=3; 1=4; 2=3; 2=4; 3=4; and 4=6 are given in Tables
III–IX. The results of binary-to-M -ary convolutional codes are listed
in Tables X–XIII and Tables XV–IXX. The results forq-ary-to-M -
ary convolutional codes including the4-ary-to-8-ary codes of rate
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k=n = 2=3 and8-ary-to-16-ary codes of ratek=n = 3=4 are listed
in Tables XX and XI, respectively. Note that the binary-to-16-ary
codes of ratek=n = 1=4 found by computer search in Table XVIII
are better than the convolutional codes obtained from Reed–Solomon
codes by Ryan and Wilson [5].

Binary codes with ratek=n = 2=4 and4=6 have not been searched
as far as we know. We use computer search to find the information-
weight spectra of the2=4 and4=6 binary convolutional codes with
� = 2; 3; � � � ; 8. Results in Table VII show that in some cases, e.g.,
� = 4 and 7, the 2=4 binary convolutional code has a better free
distance profile than the comparable1=2 binary convolutional code.
Results in Table IX show that for� = 4, the4=6 binary convolutional
code has a better free distance profile than the comparable2=3 binary
convolutional code.

The q-ary convolutional code have been treated by Ryan and
Wilson [5]. In [5], not only the input and output symbols are from
GF(q) but the size of the memory unit is also the size of aq-ary
symbol. A rate1=2 4-ary code with memory orderm is equivalent
to a4-ary convolutional code of ratek=n = 2=4 and� = 2m. Ryan
and Wilson [5] have found1=2 4-ary codes withm = 2; 3; 4; which
are equivalent to4-ary codes withk=n = 2=4 and� = 4; 6; 8: We
then search for4-ary codes of ratek=n = 2=4 with � = 3; 5; 7. A
complete table is shown in Table XIV.

If we treat the input4-ary symbol as two binary bits, the rate1=2
4-ary code (i.e.,4-ary-to-4-ary of ratek=n = 2=4) is then converted
to a binary-to-4-ary code of ratek=n = 2=4. A list of the best (or
currently best) binary-to-4-ary codes of ratek=n = 2=4 is given in
Table II. We find that the best binary-to-4-ary code of ratek=n = 2=4

is better than the best binary-to-4-ary code of ratek=n = 1=2 for
� = 2; 3; � � � ; 8. We have also searched the binary-to-4-ary codes
of rate k=n = 3=6. We only find a best binary-to-4-ary code of
rate k=n = 3=6 is better than the best binary-to-4-ary code of rate
k=n = 2=4 for the special case of� = 3. The results are shown
in Table XII.
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Sequential Prediction and Ranking in Universal
Context Modeling and Data Compression
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Abstract—Most state-of-the-art lossless image compression schemes use
prediction followed by some form of context modeling. This might seem
redundant at first, as the contextual information used for prediction
is also available for building the compression model, and a universal
coder will eventually learn the “predictive” patterns of the data. In this
correspondence, we provide a formal justification to the combination of
these two modeling tools, by showing that a combined scheme may result
in faster convergence rate to the source entropy. This is achieved via
a reduction in the model cost of universal coding. In deriving the main
result, we develop the concept of sequential ranking, which can be seen as
a generalization of sequential prediction, and we study its combinatorial
and probabilistic properties.

Index Terms—Context algorithm, image compression, prediction, rank-
ing, universal coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

Prediction is one of the oldest and most successful tools in the
data compression practitioner’s toolbox. It is particularly useful in
situations where the data (e.g., a digital image) originates from a
natural physical process (e.g., sensed light), and the data samples
(e.g., real numbers) represent a continuously varying physical mag-
nitude (e.g., brightness). In these cases, the value of the next sample
can often be accurately predicted using a simple function (e.g.,
a linear combination) of previously observed neighboring samples
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